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fill the whole field, as in many diseased characters—not
least, in those where repression has been attempted—becomes
merely one element, and that not dominant, in an ordered
and harmonious life.
The question whether Greek homosexuality was or was
not sensual, we have now seen to be a bad question. The
answer to it is Yes ; but it is an incomplete answer. A high
ideal of friendship between young males of differing ages
we have seen to be widespread, and such friendships usually
contained a strongly " romantic " element. To deny that
such friendships often had a purely carnal side, as Plutarch
does in his picture of Sparta, is surely to sentimentalize our
picture of early Greece unduly. On the other hand, if we
mistrust Plutarch, we need not on that account accept
every breath of scandal retailed by a still later and more
uncritical writer, the muck-raking Alexandrian, Athenaios;
and to deny that perfectly " pure " though fierily romantic
friendships can exist between quite ordinary mortals is a
product of disapproving puritanism quite as one-sided as its
opposite, the idealizing type of sentimentality. One might
quote the classic example of David and Jonathan; or, from
a more recent history, T. E. Lawrence's observations
apropos of Farraj and Daud :—
" They were an instance of the eastern boy and boy
affection which the segregation of women made inevitable.
Such friendships often led to manly loves of a depth and force
beyond our flesh-steeped conceit. When innocent they were
hot and unashamed. If sexuality entered, they passed into
a give arid take, unspiritual relation." 1
As to the attitude of respectable Greeks to these matters,
we can again give no monosyllabic answer. Certainly at
Athens the majority of decent people looked upon physical
homosexuality as degrading; and probably many men
did so at Sparta too ; but what the proportions were, the
evidence, of course, does not permit of our giving any answer
at all. At Athens, it is clear from Aischines' speech against
Timarchos that mercenary homosexuality disqualified the
1 Seven Pillars of Wisdom, p. 2S7.

